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Single Basic Dive 1 guided dive  € 50,00 

Dive Pass   x4 4 dives € 190,00 

Dive Pass   x6 6 dives  € 270,00 

Dive Pass x10 10 dives  € 430,00 
 

Guided dives include dive guide, boat trip, full bottle and weights.  
Deposit of equipment on board. Rinsing available on request.  
Other services on board* (included): toilet use, fresh water shower, shade and relaxation area, drinks 
(water, tea, coffee)  
* Please, check covid19 measurements in force to make sure if applicable.  

 

NIGHT DIVE -  € 65,00  DECO DIVE - € 65,00 

Includes: dive guide, boat ride, full tank, weights, backup light + 
surface assistance with lighting on board. 

Diver’s personal torches not included. On reservation.  

 Includes: dive guide, boat ride, full tank, weights. Provided:  Team 
Leader, air deco station, surface assistance. Max 45 m.  Does NOT 

include deco gasses. Certification required: TEC/DECO 40 or 45  
2 or 4 Divers per TEAM LEADER. On reservation. 

ADVENTURE DIVE -  € 60,00  ADVENTURE DIVE - € 70,00 
Includes: dive instructor training, boat ride, full tank, weights. 
Required: ADV/Specialty eLearning or Manual for Knowledge 

Review.  
DEEP 30  | PPB | BOAT | FISH ID | UW NATURALIST   

 Includes: dive instructor training, boat ride, full tank, weights. 
Required: ADV/Specialty eLearning or Manual for Knowledge 

Review.  
CAVERN | NIGHT | NITROX  

 

 Night Life Marine Life Cavern Nitrox 

 
3 night dives + eLearning + 

certification 
2 training dives + lessons + 

certification 
4 training dives + lessons + 

certification 
All dives with nitrox + 

eLearning + certification 

Dive Pass   x4 - € 280,00 -  € 360,00 

Dive Pass   x6 € 380,00 € 360,00 € 420,00 € 450,00 

Dive Pass x10 € 540,00 € 520,00 € 580,00 € 630,00 
 

Nitrox Extra Charge  -  € 5,00  Private Dive Guide - € 50,00 

Max 32% Ox refilling. Nitrox certification required. No packages.  
 

On reservation. Per Dive. No packages.  
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  Single Excursion Half-Day   

Free Snorkeler / Swimmer /Passenger  € 15,00 € 25,00 
Package x6 € 80,00 € 135,00 

Package x10 € 120,00 € 200,00 

Snorkel Guided Excursion € 35,00  
Package x6 € 190,00  

Package x10 € 280,00  

 

Snorkelling activities include the boat ride and do not include gear (mask|snorkel|fins|wetsuit)  
Guided Excursions are offered for minimum 2 participants and usually combined with dive excursions.  
The Snorkel Guided Excursion is conducted by a biologist and needs to be booked in advance.  
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